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Abstract
In avatar-mediated telepresence, remote users find it difficult to engage and maintain

contact, such as a handshake, with each other without a haptic device. We address

the problem of adjusting an avatar’s pose to promote multifinger contact interaction

between remote users. To this end, we first construct a contact point database for

nine types of contact interactions between hands through contact experiments with

human subjects. We then develop an optimization-based framework to compute the

avatar’s pose that realizes the desired contact learned from the experiment while

maintaining the naturalness of the hand pose. We show that our method improves

the quality of hand interaction for the predefined set of social interactions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As virtual reality (VR) or augmented reality (AR)-related

display and sensing technologies are advancing rapidly,

VR/AR-based telepresence shows remarkable potential to

extend ones experienceable space. For example, Holoporta-

tion system1 enables visual and auditory interaction between

remote participants by transporting a person 3D avatar to a

remote space. However, contact interactions between remote

users, such as a handshake or high-five, remain challeng-

ing without appropriate force feedback, which is not widely

available to the public yet. In this light, the objective of our

research is to assist real-time multifinger and hand interaction

between remote users through avatars without using haptic

feedback. Our telepresence scenario is the same as that in1:

a virtual avatar representing a remote user interacts with a

local user in the local space. Our goal is impeded by several

challenges: First, by using only visual feedback, it is nearly

impossible for two remote users to adopt correct hand and

finger interaction poses that achieve appropriate contact with-

out penetration. To deal with this problem, we take a similar

approach as the work of Oh et al.2 Specifically, we allow a

small deviation of an avatars pose from its remote users pose

and adjust it adaptively to the local users pose in order to

increase the appropriateness of the contact interaction. The

rationale for this choice is that realizing intended interac-

tion should be more important than delivering a remote users

motion precisely. Unlike Oh et al2 that dealt with only arm

poses, this paper confronts the complexity of the finger and

hand pose. Second, the high degrees of freedom (DoFs) of

fingers make the avatar animation problem significantly diffi-

cult. To create a suitable finger pose in real-time, we develop

an approach that first selects candidate contact points for fin-

gers and lets redundant DoFs be determined adaptively to

the actual hand poses of the users. It should be noted that

while the high DoFs of the hand allow for a wide range of

interacting poses, typically taken poses for social interaction

are not many. Therefore, to realize such social contacts, we

first classify users’ interactions into a set of predefined types

according to the hand poses, and then assign appropriate can-

didate contact points for the selected type. The candidate

contact points as well as the users captured hand and fin-

ger poses determine the remote avatars’ final hand and finger

poses through optimization. To our knowledge, this is the
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first work that realizes online multifinger contact interaction

between remote users in avatar-mediated VR telepresence.

This paper presents enabling methods and design choices to

achieve this by using only commodity hardware. Another con-

tribution of our work is that we obtained a database of contact

points for several types of hand interactions. This is not an

easy task because motion capture devices or cameras can-

not directly measure actual contact points between hands. We

have developed a unique method to measure the hand con-

tact and established a database, which is open to the public.

(http://motionlab.kaist.ac.kr/?page_id=37)

2 RELATED WORK

We review related previous studies in the areas of motion

adaptation, hand manipulation, and interaction type classifi-

cation.

2.1 Adaptive interaction
Our research is related with studies to create interactive

motions between two characters. The interaction mesh-based

method3,4 represents the spatial relationship between two

interacting bodies in terms of a mesh consisting of edges

that connect two body parts. This method can be applied to

various scenarios for close interaction between persons or

between a human and an environment. Vogt et al developed

a data-driven method that enables an autonomous avatar to

interact with a users input motion by finding temporally and

spatially matching motion data from a database.5 Oh et al pro-

posed a method to make a contact interaction between remote

users through avatars.2 The method identifies interaction tim-

ing by using SVM-based classifiers and modifies the avatars

arm pose to engage and maintain contact with the other user.

We also deal with motion adaptation for two-person interac-

tion, but unlike the previous work, we focus on a multifinger

interaction problem.

2.2 Hand manipulation
There have been intensive research efforts in robotics and

computer graphics fields to generate hand poses for stable

object manipulation.6,7 Data-driven approaches have advan-

tages to generate a realistic grasping pose by using observed

data. The shape matching algorithm8 generates grasping

poses for objects with various sizes and shapes by defining

an objects shape features in terms of the distance between

contact points and the angles between their normal vectors.

Ye and Liu9 synthesized physically plausible hand motion

that matches input full-body and object motion by a random-

ized search for proper contact points. Pure optimization-based

approaches have recently shown success for creating hand

manipulation tasks. Igor et al10 used gradient-based opti-

mization to automatically synthesize hand movements when

a variety of goal tasks are given including grasping, picking

up, and twirling objects. The work uses the contact-invariant

optimization method11 that computes whether a potential

contact point should be active or not in the given move-

ment. With the rapid development of VR/AR technologies,

the importance of virtual hand manipulation increases not

only just for touching, grasping, and moving virtual objects12

but also for interacting with other virtual characters.13 Com-

pared to the object grasping problem, less attention has been

paid to hand–hand interaction, which is more challenging

because the hand is deformable and its motion is dynamic.

Rezzonico et al mapped the real posture of a digital glove

on a virtual hand to ensure collision-free grasping of vir-

tual artifacts.14 This autonomous grasping was also applied

to handshaking, but the target hand needs to be quasi-static.

Pollard and Zordan15 developed a physics-based hand ani-

mation algorithm for grasping objects and shaking hands.

Compared to Rezzonico et al and Pollard and Zordan,14,15

our method can generate a wider range of multifinger

interactions, some of which are quite complicated such as

interlocking fingers.

2.3 Interaction classification
The detection and recognition of human interaction behaviors

have been researched steadily. Yun et al16 employed geo-

metric relational features, such as the distance between all

pairs of joints, and multiple-instance learning for interac-

tion detection. Vogt et al5 developed a principal component

analysis-based method to identify interaction type and search

for a matching motion to live user postures. In the case of the

hand interaction, several studies have defined the hand tax-

onomy for interaction with objects or computers. Feix et al

proposed a comprehensive grasp taxonomy17,18 that arranged

33 grasp types, ranging from the direction of the hand for

applying force to objects to the finger unit that works together

as a functional group. Vafaei proposed a taxonomy of gestures

in human computer interaction.19 It contains physical charac-

teristics such as the hand shape and the range of motion as

well as gesture mapping. In this paper, we heuristically define

a set of features that can categorize hand interactions into nine

predefined types.

3 OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows our telepresence scenario. Each participant

wearing a head-mounted display sees the virtual avatar that

represents the remote user. The hand motion of a local user

is captured by a Leap Motion sensor and displayed to his/her

own head-mounted display and is also sent to the remote

http://motionlab.kaist.ac.kr/?page_id=37
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FIGURE 1 Telepresence system setup

FIGURE 2 Offline and online process of our hand contact interaction system

site as a tracked motion. Given both avatars hand motions

as input, our system classifies the interaction type and syn-

thesizes the remote avatars hand motion adapted to the local

avatar. Figure 2 shows an overview of our system, which is

detailed here. In the offline procedure, we perform exper-

iments to collect the contact point dataset and analyze the

relation between contact points depending on the interaction

type. In the online process, we go through Procedures 1 to 6.

Each avatars hand motion is synthesized by solving inverse

kinematics to satisfy the hand position measured with respect

to the Leap Motions coordinate frame (1) and this is applied

to the avatar in a local and a remote place. With the given

hand motions, we analyze the posture and identify its interac-

tion type (2), which is either one of nine predefined types or

none (3). According to the type, we retrieve the correspond-

ing candidate contact point data that has been learned in the

offline process (4). In the optimization procedure, we check

whether a candidate contact point should be engaged or not

and find the optimized hand pose (5). Finally, by applying the

optimized hand pose to the remote avatar, we achieve a natural

hand contact interaction in the local users view (6).

4 CONTACT DATASET
CONSTRUCTION

A key aspect of our method is the use of contact points to

make a continuous contact under changing hand poses. To

figure out the real contact points between interacting hands,

we perform contact tests with human subjects.

4.1 Active and passive points

To represent a contact pair between two hands, we develop

a concept of active and passive points. Active points are 34

predefined marks, located in fixed positions on the hand, as

shown in Figure 3. These marks are placed at the character-

istic positions for hand interaction, that is, in the center or at

the edge of the fingers and the palm, with an index from 1

to 34. Passive points are the points on the other hand corre-

sponding to the active points of one hand, and thus, they differ

according to the interaction types.
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FIGURE 3 Active points marked on different subjects

FIGURE 4 Nine hand interaction types

FIGURE 5 Passive points left after contact interaction

4.2 Interaction types
We explore nine types of hand interactions in our work: fold-

ing hands, dancing waltz, touching back of hand, high-five,

shaking hands, thumb-wrestling, vertical fist bump, hori-

zontal fist bump, and arm-wrestling (see Figure 4). These

interaction types are selected in order to cover a wide

range of hand interactions, such as back side (e.g., touch-

ing back) and frontal side (e.g., dancing waltz) of the hand;

simple (e.g., high-five) and complex (e.g., folding hands) con-

tact configuration; momentary (e.g., fist bump); and steady

(e.g., arm-wrestling) duration. The target position of a finger

varies per interaction type as well.

4.3 Contact experiment
Here, we explain how we performed the contact experiment

to collect a dataset of passive points for each interaction type.

Twenty subjects formed 10 pairs, and each pair carried out

each of the nine interaction types. Thus, we collected 10 con-

tact data for each type. The experiment consists of two steps:

first, marking active points on both subjects latex gloves with

acrylic paint with different colors, and second, leaving traces

on each others glove during the contact interaction test. As

each subject has different marking color, as shown in Figure 3,

it is easy to distinguish the active points and the passive points

created by the contact, as shown in Figure 5. For example,
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TABLE 1 Mean and standard deviation in hand sizes and size

differences of subjects

cm Thumb length Middle length Palm height Palm width
All hands

Mean 5.88 7.43 9.89 7.91

SD 0.43 0.30 0.49 0.42
Difference of two hands

Mean 0.50 0.44 0.59 0.67

SD 0.34 0.26 0.46 0.45

FIGURE 6 Whole passive points after the experiments of folding hands (a), dancing waltz (b), touching back of hand (c), high-five (d), shaking

hands (e), thumb-wrestling (f), vertical fist bump (g), horizontal fist bump (h), and arm-wrestling (i)

FIGURE 7 Procedure of matching passive points with their active points

after the experiment on high-fives, red passive points are

marked on a glove with blue active points. Prior to the

contact test, we measured each subjects hand size by the

length of fingers and the height and the width of the

palm. Their mean values and standard deviations are shown

in Table 1. There were not large differences between the

subjects hand sizes in general, except for a few cases in

which a difference of more than 1 cm was observed. These

cases were treated as outliers and ignored from the passive

point sampling.
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4.4 Passive points sampling
We conducted 10 experiments for each type of interaction and

obtained two sets of gloves in every test. The passive points

of the same interaction type are accumulated onto a canonical

avatar hand model with 700 vertices, as shown in Figure 6.

The positions of passive points are represented in terms of

the index of the nearest vertex. The 486 vertices out of 700

were associated with passive points. Finally, we matched the

marked passive points with their corresponding active points

and saved these relations in a matrix form. The whole process

is shown in Figure 7. For instance, the folding hands exper-

iment shows that the 193rd passive point of the local avatar

made contact with the third active point of the remote avatar,

which is saved as one at the (3, 193)rd entry of the matrix.

During the online procedure, the matrix element is loaded to

identify valid candidate active–passive point pairs.

5 ONLINE PROCESS

The online process consists of recognizing the interaction

type and computing the consequent optimal joint angles.

5.1 Interaction classification
The type of interaction is determined by analyzing various

aspects of hand poses ranging from the relation of two hands

to the respective finger states of the hands. A raw hand posture

is classified with respect to six features arranged in an array:

Feature array = { fside, fcon, fang, frot, fgap, ffold}

The six features are the interacting side, the contact state

and the orientations of hands, the angle between up-vectors

of hands, the rotation direction between up-vectors, the gap

between fingers, and the number of folded fingers (see

Figure 8).

Interacting side: This criterion examines whether two arms

stretched out for interaction are on the same or opposite

side. If the stretched arms are on the same sides (e.g., both

right arms), fside is set as same and otherwise, as different.
Contact state and orientations of hands: This criterion

checks whether two hands overlap and whether their

palms are toward each other or not. If the distance between

two hands is less than a threshold, the state is contact;
otherwise, it is noncontact. The orientation is determined

by each palms normal vector. If the angle between two

normal vectors is less than 90◦, two hands are facing the

same direction; otherwise, they are facing the opposite
direction. Using both the contact state and the orientation,

fcon is determined.

Angle between up-vectors of hands: An up-vector of a hand

refers to a vector from the center of the hand to the mid-

dle metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint. The angle between

two up-vectors is used to check how much the local

hand is tilted with respect to the remote hand. Because

the angle contains not only the yaw rotation around the

hand normal but also the roll and pitch rotations, the

remote up-vector is projected onto the plane formed by the

local hand. After experiments, we heuristically set fang as

zero, zero-to-quarter, quarter, quarter-to-half, and half by

dividing the range by 20, 70, 110, and 160◦.

Rotation direction between up-vectors: Continuing from

the preceding criterion, this criterion decides whether the

local up-vector turns clockwise or counterclockwise. If

fang is zero or half, frot is marked as none. The direction

is determined by comparing the cross product of two

up-vectors with the reference vector, which is the local

hands normal vector. If the angle is less than 90◦, frot is

marked as clockwise and otherwise as counterclockwise.

Gap between fingers: In this criterion, we check if the gap

between the thumb and the index finger and the average

gap between adjacent fingers from the index to the little

finger surpass a certain threshold. The average gap is con-

sidered because the four fingers spread more or less evenly

in our interaction types. For each avatar, fgap is thus set

as one of the four symbols: none, thumb, rest, and thumb
and rest.

FIGURE 8 Six interaction criteria in order from the interacting side (a) to the number of folded fingers (f). The red and blue lines represent the

local avatars features, the green lines are the remote avatars feature, and the white lines represent relational features of two avatars. Double-headed

arrow, single-headed arrow, and line without head denote distance, direction, and angle, respectively
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FIGURE 9 Sliding window example where the classified type is consistently A even with the existence of major none (X) type

Number of folded fingers: Lastly, we categorize the move-

ment according to the number of folded fingers. A finger

is determined to be folded if the ratio of the Euclidean

distance between the MCP joint and the fingertip to its

geodesic length is less than a threshold. ffold is thus set as

a number from zero to five for each avatar.

Interaction classification: Each interaction type is associ-

ated with unique reference feature arrays. In the online

process, at every time frame, the feature array representing

the state of the hand poses is updated and compared with

the nine interactions reference arrays. If a feature array is

matched with a reference array of a particular interaction,

then the interaction type is selected as a candidate interac-

tion type. If the feature array does not match any reference

array, the candidate interaction type is set as none.

The candidate interaction type is decided every frame

according to the feature array, as explained above. To increase

the classification accuracy, we determine the final interaction

type by also considering previously classified types in the past

six time frames. Specifically, the major type among the seven

results is finally chosen as the interaction type at that frame. If

the majority is none, then we additionally check if it is voted

by more than five frames. If not, the type in the previous time

frame is selected, as shown in Figure 9. This is for increasing

temporal coherence in classified interaction types.

5.2 Computing optimal joint angles
An online optimization is performed to adapt a contact

points-based method in order to achieve an adaptive hand

interaction. The joint angles of the forearm, hand, and fingers

are the variables in the optimization. We perform the opti-

mization in two parts hierarchically. Forearm and hand joint

angles are solved first, and then the remaining finger joints are

optimized independently. The objective function deals with

the distance between contact points, hand penetration, and

captured pose terms:

f = wcfc + wpfp + w𝜃f𝜃 (1)

We use the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm to solve the

optimization. Each term is detailed next.

Distance between contact points: To make contact between

the active point and the corresponding passive point, we

push the active point as close to the passive point as

possible if the distance between them is smaller than a

threshold:

fc =
34∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

wij||Xi(𝜃) − Yj(Xi)|| (2)

where Xi(𝜃) and Yj(Xi) are the positions of the i(th) active

point in the remote avatars hand and the j(th) passive point

among its closest k (= 2 in our experiment) passive points

in the local avatars hand, respectively. wij is a weight to

consider the distance between Xi(𝜃) and Yj(Xi). If the dis-

tance is more than the threshold, wij = 0 to eliminate its

influence on the function.

Hand penetration: In order to avoid penetration between the

palms, we create a bounding box for the palm. Each vertex

of the remote avatars bounding box is penalized as below

if it penetrates the local avatars bounding box:

fp=
8∑

i=1

cos2

(
𝜋

2
· xi(𝜃)

a

)
· cos2

(
𝜋

2
·

yi(𝜃)
b

)
· cos2

(
𝜋

2
· zi(𝜃)

c

)

if |x| < a, |y| < b, |z| < c
(3)

where a, b, and c denote half of the length, width, and

height, respectively, and (x, y, z)(𝜃) is the vertex position

relative to the coordinate frame of the local avatars bound-

ing box. We did not take finger penetration into account to

achieve real-time computation.

Captured pose: To promote the smoothness of motion, we

encourage the resulting joint angles to make a pose close

to the captured pose:

f𝜃 = ||𝜃 − 𝜃∗|| (4)

where 𝜃
* is the joint angle vector computed from the sen-

sory input. The dimensions of 𝜃 are 6 for the forearm and

5 for each finger.
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6 RESULT

This section presents the results of the experiment. The qual-

ity of the interaction results can be assessed in the accompa-

nying video. The prototype telepresence system is constructed

with Unity 5.3.4p1. Oculus Rift DK2 and Leap Motion are

used to visualize the VR scene and capture the hand motion.

6.1 Pose
We explore nine hand interactions in our work. The adaptive

interactions are generated in real-time. We now discuss the

effects of our method on each interaction types.

Folding hands: Folding hands requires that each finger be

placed between the opposite avatars fingers. When our

algorithm is not applied, the hands frequently penetrate

each other and the fingers are not in the right positions,

as shown in Figure 10(a1). The passive contact points

near the MCP joint, colored scarlet, and light blue in

Figure 6(a), guide the positions of fingers in our method,

as shown in Figure 10(a2).

Dancing waltz: With our method, it is easier to make finger

grabbing poses because the hands are in contact with each

other. In addition, as the fingertips are attached to the pas-

sive points on the back of the hand (Figure 6(b)), the fin-

gers do not penetrate the hand, as shown in Figure 10(b2).

Touching back of hand: When making a pose without our

algorithm, it is almost impossible to place ones hand on

top of the other hand while preventing collision between

the fingers and the hand. These phenomena can be elimi-

nated with our algorithm.

High-five: Subjects slapping each others’ hand readily

results in mutual penetration without our algorithm. When

our algorithm is applied, in addition to the penetration

problem being resolved, the remote avatars arm also shows

a natural passive reaction due to the local avatars input

action, as can be observed in the video.

Shaking hands: Purely using the visual feedback, it is even

difficult to keep two palms parallel. With the application

of our algorithm, the remote avatars palm is aligned with

the local avatars palm. In addition, if the fingertips are

close to the passive points on the hypothenar part, the

FIGURE 10 Interaction results before (1) and after (2) using our method: folding hands (a), dancing waltz (b), touching back of hand (c),

high-fives (d), shaking hands (e), thumb-wrestling (f), vertical fist bump (g), horizontal fist bump (h), and arm-wrestling (i)
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grasping pose is naturally formed. When the hands are

moving up and down slightly during a handshake, they

manage to keep contact.

Thumb-wrestling: The key aspect of the thumb-wrestling is

that the fingers are curled around the other players fingers.

It is possible to keep holding each others’ fingers with the

algorithm, as shown in Figure 10(f2). In addition, although

the local avatar opens the palm, two avatars fingers are still

held, as seen in the video.

Vertical and horizontal fist bump: With application of the

algorithm, the fists do not pass through each other, and

the proximal fingers keep contact with the remote avatars

proximal fingers immediately after the collision. Similar

to the high-five, the remote avatars arm is pushed back

when the local avatar stretches the avatars arm toward the

remote avatar.

Arm-wrestling: In the case of arm-wrestling, it is impor-

tant for the five fingers to encircle the opposite thumbs

metacarpal bone. Through the algorithm, the thumb is

located between the opposite thumb and the index fin-

ger, and the remaining four fingers surround the opposite

thumb.

6.2 Evaluation
We evaluate the results of our algorithm in terms of the fol-

lowing aspects: the accuracy of the consequent posture, the

secondary motion of the remote avatar, and computation time.

We now describe each aspect in detail.

Pose accuracy: To assess how close the generated posture

is to reality, we compare the distance between the active

point and its corresponding passive point before and after

applying our method. The average distance decreased

by 46.3% from 4.65 to 2.41 cm. Throughout the whole

interactions, the distances become much closer to zero

and the contact states are kept more stable, as shown in

Figure 11(a1, a2). For the interactions of short durations,

such as the high-five and fist bump, the timing of the

contact becomes clear, as shown in Figure 11(b1, b2).

This means the users do not need to put much effort to

synchronize their poses to establish short-term contact

clearly.

Secondary motion: Our algorithm not only creates the inter-

action pose but also generates the remote avatars pas-

sive response to the primary motion taken by the local

avatar. To retain the contact state of the active and passive

points, the remote avatars hand shows somewhat passive

adjustment to the hand of the local avatar. For instance,

in the case of shaking hands, the remote avatar follows

the pace of the local avatars handshake. In the case of

arm-wrestling, the remote avatars wrist and forearm are

pushed back when the local avatar pushes slightly.

Computation time:The experiments are executed on an Intel

Core i7 4790 with 8 GB RAM and Intel Core i7 6700 with

FIGURE 11 Distance graph between several active points and their corresponding closest passive points. Active points on the remote avatars

hand are closer to their passive points. In dancing waltz, the peaks appear at around frames 41 and 61 because the optimization weights (Equation 2)

become zero as two tracked hands become farther apart in the middle of the interaction (a2). In addition, the active point on the thumb tip (green)

shows a relatively high value because the point is not necessary to maintain that interaction. In high-fives, obvious peaks show the timing of contact

(b2). (X: time frame, Y: distance in meter.)
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8 GB RAM. NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 and 950 are used

as graphics cards. The total computation time per frame is

24.9 ms, among which classifying and identifying the can-

didate passive points takes 9.35 ms, and the optimization

takes 15.45 ms.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE
WORK

We have introduced a multifinger interaction framework in an

avatar-mediated telepresence system, wherein remote users

can engage in a variety of real-time contact interactions rang-

ing from folding hands to arm-wrestling. Through a number

of contact experiments, candidate contact points per interac-

tion type are identified in an offline process. In the online

process, the specific interaction type is recognized on the

basis of geometric features extracted from hand poses, and

optimal joint angles for the remote avatar are determined to

satisfy the candidate contact points for the interaction type

while preserving the remote users intended motion. By defin-

ing the contact relation of each interaction type in advance

and recognizing an intended interaction type in real-time, the

number of candidate contact points is significantly reduced,

which enables real-time avatar animation by reducing the

computation time. In addition, as hundreds of contact points

are marked on the surface of the hand and fingers, it is pos-

sible to maintain contact even for moving hands. Despite

this achievement, our work has a number of limitations. Our

classifier is not robust enough, partly because the thresh-

olds used in each classification criterion are manually tuned

by trial and error. The classifier sometimes misclassifies

thumb-wrestling as a similar interaction such as vertical fist

bump or arm-wrestling. In addition, an interacting motion is

sometimes classified as none, which results in abrupt cessa-

tion of the interaction, as shown in Figure 11(a2). We plan to

develop a more robust classifier by learning optimal thresh-

olds from a larger set of experiments. Another limitation is

that the frame rate is still somewhat low, which limits the

maximum number of candidate contact points that are used

in optimization (Equation 2). We aim to improve the com-

putational efficiency with faster searching of close passive

points and a more efficient optimization solver. Our method

is restricted to nine static interactions and to similar hand

size of characters, but could be generalized to a wider range

of predefined hand interactions and of characters hand sizes

by extending our contact experiment, which would be an

interesting topic for future work.
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